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   Department : Mathematics
   Author's Status : Academic Staff
   Journal Name : Advances in Mechanical Engineering / Publisher : SAGE
   Journal Metrics : Indexed in WOS ; Impact Factor = 0.640 / Category : Engineering, Mechanical (with median IF = 1.091) - Q4
   Indexed in Scopus : h indexed = 14 / SNIP : 0.490 / SJR : 0.255 / Category : Mechanical Engineering

   Department : Mathematics
   Author's Status : Academic Staff, Adjunct Researcher
   Journal Name : Mathematics and Computers in Simulation / Publisher : Elsevier
   Journal Metrics : Indexed in WOS ; Impact Factor = 1.124 / Category : Mathematics, Applied (with median IF = 0.801) - Q2
   Indexed in Scopus : h indexed = 54 / SNIP : 0.796 / SJR : 1.189 / Category : Computer Science (miscellaneous)

   Department : Mathematics
   Author's Status : Academic Staff
   Journal Name : Jaen Journal on Approximation / Publisher : Universidad de Jaen Campus Las Lagunillas
   Indexed in Scopus : h indexed = 5 / SNIP : 0.796 / SJR : 1.189 / Category : Numerical Analysis

   Department : Mathematics
   Author's Status : Academic Staff
   Journal Name : Frontiers in Microbiology / Publisher : Frontiers Media
   Journal Metrics : Indexed in WOS ; Impact Factor = 4.165 / Category : Microbiology (with median IF = 2.483) - Q1
   Indexed in Scopus : h indexed = 41 / SNIP : 1.187 / SJR : 1.970 / Category : Microbiology (medical)
   Notes : Gold OA

   Department : Mathematics
   Author's Status : Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
   Journal Name : Pattern Analysis and Applications / Publisher : Springer
   Journal Metrics : Indexed in WOS ; Impact Factor = 1.104 / Category : Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence (with median IF = 1.403) - Q3
   Indexed in Scopus : h indexed = 40 / SNIP : 1.064 / SJR : 0.469 / Category : Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition

   Department : Mathematics
   Author's Status : Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
   Journal Name : Advances and Applications in Fluid Mechanics / Publisher : Pushpa Publishing
   Indexed in Scopus : h indexed = 19 / SNIP : 0.143 / SJR : 0.123 / Category : Mechanical Engineering

   Department : Mathematics
   Author's Status : Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
   Journal Name : Cogent Mathematics / Publisher : Taylor & Francis
   Journal Metrics : Indexed in WOS
   Notes : Gold OA

   Department : Mathematics
   Author's Status : Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
   Journal Name : ICIC Express Letters / Publisher : Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
   Indexed in Scopus : h indexed = 18 / SNIP : 0.246 / SJR : 0.198 / Category : Computer Science (miscellaneous)
Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
Journal Name: East-West Journal of Mathematics / Publisher: Nguyen Tat Thanh University
Journal Metrics: Indexed in MathSciNet

Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, Adjunct Staff
Journal Name: European Journal of Mechanics A-Solids / Publisher: Elsevier
Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS: Impact Factor = 2.453 / Category: Mechanics (with median IF = 1.389) - Q1
Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 62 / SNIP: 1.406 / SJR: 1.536 / Category: Mechanical Engineering
Notes: Top 10% (SJR)

Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff
Journal Name: Electronic Journal of Combinatorics / Publisher: Electronic Journal of Combinatorics
Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS: Impact Factor = 0.613 - Q3
Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 32 / SNIP: 0.832 / SJR: 0.908 / Category: Theoretical Computer Science
Notes: Gold OA

Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Ph.D. Student
Journal Name: Mathematical Problems in Engineering / Publisher: Hindawi Publishing
Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS: Impact Factor = 0.644 / Category: Engineering, Multidisciplinary (with median IF = 1.000) - Q3
Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 34 / SNIP: 0.475 / SJR: 0.285 / Category: Engineering (miscellaneous)
Notes: Gold OA

Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, Adjunct Researcher
Journal Name: Comptes Rendus Mecanique / Publisher: Elsevier
Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS: Impact Factor = 0.988 / Category: Mechanics (with median IF = 1.389) - Q3
Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 32 / SNIP: 0.958 / SJR: 0.633 / Category: Materials Science (miscellaneous)
Notes: Gold OA

Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
Journal Name: Journal of Medical Imaging and Health Informatics / Publisher: American Scientific Publishers
Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS: Impact Factor = 0.368 / SJR: 0.168 / Category: Radiology, Nuclear Medicine and Imaging

Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff
Journal Name: ICIC Express Letters, Part B: Applications / Publisher: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 9 / SNIP: 0.317 / SJR: 0.194 / Category: Computer Science (miscellaneous)

Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff
Journal Name: International Journal of Computer Theory and Engineering / Publisher: International Journal of Computer Theory and Engineering
Journal Metrics: Indexed in INSPEC

Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
Journal Name: ICIC Express Letters, Part B: Applications / Publisher: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 9 / SNIP: 0.317 / SJR: 0.194 / Category: Computer Science (miscellaneous)

Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff
Journal Name: Thai Journal of Mathematics / Publisher: Chiang Mai University

Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 8 / SNIP: 0.561 / SJR: 0.182 / Category: Mathematics (miscellaneous)


Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
Journal Name: Journal of Mathematics and System Science / Publisher: David Publishing

Notes: Gold OA


Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, M.Sc. Student
Journal Name: Physica A-Statistical Mechanics and its Applications / Publisher: Elsevier

Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS: Impact Factor = 1.956 / Category: Physics, Multidisciplinary (with median IF = 1.194) - Q2
Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 115 / SJR: 0.738 / Category: Condensed Matter Physics


Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, B.Sc. Student
Journal Name: International Journal of Adhesion and Adhesives / Publisher: Elsevier

Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS: Impact Factor = 3.289 / Category: Engineering, Chemical (with median IF = 1.409) - Q2
Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 62 / SNIP: 0.917 / SJR: 0.990 / Category: Polymers and Plastics
Notes: Top 10% (SJR)


Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
Journal Name: RSC Advances / Publisher: RSC

Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS: Impact Factor = 3.289 / Category: Chemistry, Multidisciplinary (with median IF = 1.798) - Q2
Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 62 / SNIP: 0.917 / SJR: 0.990 / Category: Chemical Engineering (miscellaneous)


Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
Journal Name: Journal of Computational and Theoretical Nanoscience / Publisher: American Scientific Publishers

Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS: Impact Factor = 1.666 / Category: Physics, Applied (with median IF = 1.611) - Q2
Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 38 / SJR: 0.302 / Category: Electrical and Electronic Engineering


Department: Mathematics / Physics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
Journal Name: ScienceAsia / Publisher: Science Society of Thailand

Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS: Impact Factor = 0.197 / Category: Multidisciplinary Sciences (with median IF = 0.814) - Q4
Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 16 / SNIP: 0.394 / SJR: 0.193 / Category: Multidisciplinary
Notes: Hybrid OA


Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, Adjunct Researcher
Journal Name: Applied Nanoscience / Publisher: Springer

Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS


Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, Adjunct Researcher
Journal Name: Model Assisted Statistics and Applications / Publisher: IOS Press

Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 7 / SNIP: 0.647 / SJR: 0.298 / Category: Modeling and Simulation


Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff


Number of papers sorted by Author name.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>No. of Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baowan D</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosuwan N</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunwong K</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamchod F</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huabsomboon P</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khajohnsakumeth N</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenbury Y</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewchalermvongs C</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneesawaring C</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naruedomkul K</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novaprateep B</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orankitjaroen S</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasom P</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phewchean N</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rattanakul C</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satiracoo P</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sawangtong W</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiensuwan M</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unhapipat S</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiwatanapataphee B</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Staff (20)